
 

Gaga: The New 
Game That’s 
Sweeping 

Owahta Nation 

Gaga is a dodgeball 

game played within the 

confines of a wooden 

octagon. The game starts 

with each participant’s 

hand on the wall. The 

ball is then thrown in the 

air and everyone yells 

“Ga! Ga!” as the ball 

takes its first two 

bounces in the ring. After 

that it’s game on! Players 

hit the ball with one hand 

targeting their opponents 

from the knee down. This 

is the first year we have 

had Gaga here at Camp 

Owahta and it’s already a 

favorite; played every 

day at free time! 
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OWAHTA 
LOTTA 
NEWS 

WEEK ONE: FANTASTIC BEASTS  

Fantastic Beasts week was 

tremendously fabulous. Thursday 

morning you could feel the magic 

in the air as witches and wizards 

roamed the grounds. Each young 

wizard moved through the camp 

with their house creating magic 

wands, searching for, luring, and 

catching the fantastic beasts of 

Camp Owahta. In the afternoon 

they searched for the gold that 

would later save the life of Emma 

K., a witch who had gotten into 

some trouble while visiting camp.  

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shelter Building in Nature 

Campers built shelters along various 

trails during their nature period of 

the day. On day one campers 

learned about saw and hatchet 

safety to help them harvest lumber 

throughout the week. Besides that 

campers were given only one piece 

of twine, cut six feet in length, to 

build their shelters to keep them dry 

on a rainy night of searching for 

fantastic beasts. Some Day Campers 

brought literature from home to help 

educate their peers on proper shelter 

building. Pictured above is a group of 

seniors finishing their masterpiece. 

The shelters needed to fit at least 

one member underneath, be 

waterproof, and, of course, have 

style.   

Welcoming our new friends 

This year we have been lucky enough 

to welcome seven pets to Camp 

Owahta! Four hens, two goats; a 

mother and son named Lilly and Luke, 

and a bunny renamed by campers Fluff 

Butt.  

Campers help feed the animals and 

search the coop for eggs three times a 

day. Lilly and Luke love going on 

walks. Campers lead them all around 

camp during free time to find delicious 

flowers to eat at the edges of the field. 

The bunny is often seen hanging out 

with the crew at the nature center 

during their daily debriefs, during free 

time, and after meal times. Campers 

who have animals like these at home 

love to share their knowledge with 

their peers. 

 

Slacklining  

Camp Owahta is filled with new 

friends, games and challenges this 

year. Another addition is that of 

slacklines. A slackline is a piece of 

webbing pulled taught between two 

trees. The goal is to walk across the 

webbing all the way from one tree to 

the other without falling off. Henry 

(right) and Devlin (left) make it look 

easy, but take our word for it; it’s 

harder than it looks! Campers were 

able to choose this activity as an 

elective they signed up for Monday 

morning. They practiced every day 

for an hour! And many of them 

continued practicing during the two 

camper free time periods offered 

though out the day.  

 


